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Keeping You Informed
As many of you are aware, rumours and gossip spreads quickly and sometimes gets a llitle lost in translation, so here
is what we knowAt some point in the future Curborough Fishery is likely to cease opperating as a Match Fishery, this is due to the
“proposed” sale of Curborough Farm Land for the development of new housing. At the time of writing this
newsletter planning permission has been granted, but final plans not yet submitted. There are a number of new
developments taking place in the immediate area which may have an effect on when development here may begin
but in the meantime WE WILL CONTINUE TO OPERATE AS NORMAL. We are taking match bookings as usuall and
intend to continue operating as a fishery on this site as long as possible. When/If we get to the pont of having to
close we have another fishery (BridgeView at Handsacre) under development which is only a couple of miles away.
Flippin’ Fishing Fantastic!
There have been some amazing catches across our 4 waters throughout the summer months and into early autumn.
Pleasure anglers are reporting superb returns from their days fishing with lots of personal bests. Match records have
been broken, broken again…and then again!
At the time of publishing this years best weights stand as follows:
Swan: Gary Willey, 233lb, 1st August (New Record)
Oak: Gary Willey, 239lb, 26th August (New Record) &
Canal: Gary Willey, 226lb-04lb, 6th September (New Record)-He’s almost unstoppable
New: Mark Stanaway, 114lb-12oz, 9th July (New Record since re-opening)
Tickets and Prices
Pleasure anglers now have to use our Pay Station outside the Café to self-issue day ticket via our honesty box.
Patrons are required to fill out their own tickets and then post the receipt and money in the envelopes provided.
The honesty box is emptied and anglers are checked on a regular basis and nothing left in there overnight.
Match booking prices have had to be increased to £7.50 per peg, but if you want to book 3 or more contests with us,
we will sort out some kind of discount for you
Water Management
This year we have had less rainfall than usual, whilst we have been able to pump water into the Swan, Oak and Canal
Pools to help maintain water levels, it has not been possible to do this with the New Pool and as a result the water
level has been very low. For this reason we had to close the New Pool for a number of weeks and apologise for any
inconvenience that this may have caused
Pellet Prices
Due to a number of financial influences on the sale of our pellets, we apologise for any price changes that have
occurred in recent times, we are sorry be obviously we cannot sell these at a loss to ourselves and only pass on to
our paying customers what we have to
Directions to Curborough Fishery using Google Maps

